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Overview
The accompanying video describes how to create a repository’s hierarchy in Digital Commons by
placing a publication or sub-community within a community. This process utilizes the "Group" feature.

Create a Publication
When you are ready to create a new publication to publish to, such as a series, contact Consulting
Services and let your Consultant know the type of publication you wish to create. Provide the URL label
you would like to use and the title of the publication.

Use the Publication’s Group Feature
Once the publication is created you can ensure it appears in the correct area of the repository by using
the Group option. Grouping makes it easy to change where a publication or community displays at any
time.
1.

From the Configuration page of the series or other publication type, click on the Group link
from the left-hand sidebar menu.

2.

Enter the URL label of the community where you'd like the current series to reside, and click
Save Group. Example: the URL of a Working Papers community is repository.example.edu/wp,
so the value “wp” is the URL label to enter here.

3.

You will need to update the relevant contexts (series level, community level, repository level) to
make your changes visible.

(For more information on updating various contexts to make changes appear, see the video “Updating
Sites: How to Ensure Changes Appear on the Repository” and the accompanying document.)

Grouping and Citations
No matter where you group publication contexts, the publications will retain their original URL. Only
the location of the publication context within the virtual browsing structure of the repository will
change.

